How a global furniture brand uses
Weezmo to drive repeat store visits
The challenge

One of the most recognized global furniture brands approached
Weezmo with the aim of driving repeat customer visits.
The company did not have a loyalty program in place and had
no intentions of offering one, but wanted to enjoy some of the
benefits that retailers get from loyalty programs, In order to drive
repeat store visits, the company needed to have more data and
insights on customer buying habits. For example, they needed
to know how often customers return to their stores.

In addition, the retailer invested significant
budgets into digital marketing, but did not
know how effective these efforts were. The
marketing team could not measure the revenue
generated by the online campaigns and
remained in the dark about the ROAS (Return
On Ad Spend) and the actual impact of their
digital marketing investment.
Weezmo offered a fast integration between the
in-store sales data and all marketing platforms
used by the company’s team. Therefore the
brand chose Weezmo to be the central hub
of their digital marketing strategy.
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The furniture brand successfully launched
Weezmo in all stores across the country,
which entailed installing Weezmo on all
their POS systems. In addition to the various
benefits of digital receipts, the retailer also
uses Weezmo to help customers with tutorial
videos on their receipts. For example, if
you bought a new chair, you’d see how
to assemble it on your receipt.

Weezmo shed light into the darkness and
uncovered insights on customers’ online
and offline interactions with the brand.
Now the furniture brand is able to see a
360° view of their customers’ journey,
empowering them to measure and grow
the impact of their digital marketing efforts
on their in-store revenue.
The company began using Weezmo’s
audience builder, enabling them to
target in-store customers with relevant
content. Using dynamic audiences, the
retailer targets, for example, buyers
of ‘Bedrooms’ with ads of ‘Pillows and
Sheets’. By using the audience creation
tools from Weezmo, the giant achieved
more than 30% repeat customers who
returned to the store two or more times
within a period of 6 months.

The furniture brand leverages Weezmo from
all aspects. The built-in RFM segmentation
model enables the marketing team to
target customers based on their behavior,
such as their level of loyalty, spend, and
risk of churn. For example, the furniture
giant targets customers who are likely not
to return to the store, showing them ads
with particularly attractive offers.
Weezmo provided impressive results for the
furniture brand. With an overall ROAS of
2578%, the solution proved to be efficient
for the brand.

What is RFM
Segmentation?
RFM is a method used to analyze customer value
based on three dimensions: Recency, Frequency,
Monetary Value
RFM segmentation is a powerful tool to target
specific clusters of customers with the most relevant
content. The built-in clusters in Weezmo include
“High Spending New Customers”, “Risk of Churn
Customers”, “Potential Loyalists” and more

Turning customers into enthusiasts
For retail brands of any size, the benefits
of Weezmo are multidimensional: From
engaging customers with digital receipts
and connecting online with offline customer
journeys, to offline attribution and audience
building. But for the furniture brand, the
impact was far-reaching: they achieved
significant open rates, double-digit repeat
customers, and more. The path chosen
by the brand turned their customers into
real enthusiasts.

As a result, the average basket of repeat
customers is even bigger than the basket
of one-time customers. On average, repeat
customers spend 23% more per visit.
The furniture retailer’s team is composed
of real digital marketing pros. The data
Weezmo unleashed was turned into
valuable marketing assets and enabled
them to take their marketing efforts to
the next level, driving ROI and efficiency
all the way.
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